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Greetings from the Manitoba Training
and Research Consortium for HPC
The Manitoba Training and Research Consortium for HPC
(MTRC-HPC), acting as the organizing committee to this
networking workshop, is committed to the development
of high performance computing and parallel processing.
For these developments to take place a combination of
technology implementation and student/client training
needs to be advanced and promoted.
We are pleased to bring you this conference with the
hope that it will inspire others to join in to promote the
development and deployment of HPC technology in
Manitoba.
Our MTRC is comprised of:
University of Winnipeg
Chris Henry
Chris Bidinosti
Red River College
Haider Al-Saidi
Ray Hoemsen
Randal Peters
University of Manitoba
Ian Jeffrey
Parimala Thulasiraman
Sherif Sherif
Others
Alfonz Koncan
Blake Podaima
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Mission Statement
New advances in parallel multi-core computing
technology will soon endow the average user with the
computational power once only achievable by a handful
of researchers worldwide using supercomputers. This
revolution will bring high performance computing (HPC) to
the masses, and it is critical that Manitoba catches this wave
now.
The Manitoba Training and Research Consortium for High
Performance Computing (MTRC-HPC) is the initiative of
HPC researchers, users, and enthusiasts at the University of
Winnipeg (UW), the University of Manitoba (UM), and Red
River College (RRC), partnered with local industry.
The goal of the consortium is to train students to meet
Manitoba’s needs for the new HPC economy, as well as to
elevate the HPC capabilities of Manitoba researchers and
companies through problem specific training and guided
experience. Establishment of this program not only elevates
the state-of-the-art for Manitoba training and teaching in
computer science-based software design and research, but
also provides the perfect environment for cultivating and
developing skills in a multitude of other areas that require
HPC.
Multi-core HPC represents the future for all computing,
not just scientific high-performance computing, and its
advantages benefit all disciplines at UW, UofM, and RRC, as
well as local industry, partner institutions, and the Manitoba
economy as a whole.
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Our Presenters
Parimala Thulasiraman is a Professor
with the Department of Computer
Science at the University of Manitoba.
She obtained her Ph.D. from the University
of Delaware in Newark, DE, USA after
finishing most of her formalities at McGill
University. Parimala’s research interests are
in the intersection of high performance
computing and graph analytics for real
world applications in Network Science.
Her laboratory, Inter-Disciplinary Evolving Algorithmic Sciences
(IDEAS), applies innovative soft computing techniques such
as evolutionary computation, bio-inspired computation, and
machine learning to solve challenging issues in complex network
systems and data scientific problems.
Parimala has supervised and graduated over 75 graduate and
undergraduate students. She has also published over 115 papers
and has received best paper awards in leading high performance
computing conferences. She is a member and senior member of
the ACM and IEEE societies, respectively. For more information,
please see Parimala’s homepage:
http://www.cs.umanitoba.ca/~thulasir/.
Christopher Henry, Ph.D., P. Eng., is an
Associate Professor in the Department
of Applied Computer Science at the
University of Winnipeg. Dr. Henry has
been using GPUs for general purpose
computing in his research since 2010.
He has presented his work at NVIDIA’s
GPU Technology Conference, he co-led
the process to establish the University
of Winnipeg as a GPU Education Centre
in 2014, and co-founded a GPU-based laboratory. Since starting
at the University of Winnipeg in 2010, he has had 6 industrial
collaborations (all utilizing GPUs), published 16 journal articles,
4 conference papers, and received over half a million dollars in
research funding (including 2 NSERC Discovery Grants)
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Mark Abotossaway is currently a
Structural Analysis Engineer with The
Boeing Company. He graduated from
University of Minnesota with a Bachelor
of Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics
degree in 2013. He also holds a Bachelor
of Science Physics degree from the
University of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
Mark is Ojibwe from the Aundeck Omni
Kaning First Nation on Manitoulin
Island, Ontario, Canada. He grew up on the reservation, and
completed high school on the Pimicikamak Cree Nation in
Northern Manitoba. Mark stays involved with the Aboriginal STEM
community, and loves to support underrepresented students to
fulfill their potential. He is a Sequoyah Fellow of the American
Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES).
He is a former AISES student chapter president and current
professional chapter president of the newly founded Puget Sound
AISES Chapter. He is the Secretary of the Boeing Native American
Network (BNAN). He is the Vice-Chair of the AISES Professional
Chapter Council. He is also the Project Assistant for the Wisconsin
Space Grant Consortium (WSGC) First Nation Launch (FNL)
Competition, entering its 10th year, where he was a former
student competitor.
Bob Hastings spent 17 excellent years in
the Royal Canadian Air Force, where his
passion for gas turbines first emerged.
During this time he earned a Bachelors
in Mechanical Engineering, a Masters
in Aeronautical Engineering and the
equivalent of a Masters in Systems
Engineering, in a two year program in
China Lake California. He continued in
Defence R&D Canada for a further 10
years, responsible for programs in aeropropulsion, aircraft
structures and materials, as well as aerodynamics and flight
mechanics. After five years in the private sector, he returned to
the civil service for three years where he led the stand-up of, and
managed the first three years of operation of NRC’s Gas Turbine
Laboratory. Continued on Page 8
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Bob Hastings (Continued) In June 2015 he became the CEO of
WestCaRD, a non-profit organization working with industry, led
by GE Aviation and StandardAero, and academia in Manitoba
to further the development of the aerospace industrial and
academic base. In addition to WestCaRD responsibilities,
in 2017 he assisted in the establishment of the Coalition for
Advanced Manufacturing where he works with CME-Manitoba
and Economic Development Winnipeg to pursue Industrie 4.0
opportunities and human capital development.
Erin Trifunov is the Manager of Projects
& Outreach for WestGrid and has worked
with Compute Canada and WestGrid
since 2013. She has a Bachelor’s degree
in Commerce with a specialization in
Marketing from the University of British
Columbia. Erin is the WestGrid lead for CFI
Grant Consultations, sits on the national
Resource Allocation Committee as well as
the West Grid Senior Management Team.
WestGrid is a not-for-profit organization and Compute Canada’s
largest regional organization spanning British Columbia, Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. WestGrid provides the Advanced
Research Computing (ARC) tools researchers need – from
powerful computers and storage resources to specialized software
to data management tools and cloud – combining them with
a service layer of technical expertise, support personnel, and
training.
Sherif Sherif obtained his B.Sc. in
telecommunications from Ain Shams
University (Egypt), obtained his M.S. in
digital image processing from University
of Wisconsin-Madison (USA), and earned
his Ph.D. in optics from University
of Colorado at Boulder (USA). With
his rigorous understanding of signal
processing (from his M.S.) combined with
his research experience and expertise in
optics (from his Ph.D.), Continued on Page 9
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Sherif Sherif’s biomedical research into tissue imaging using light
encompasses both the physical portion
(optics and associated hardware) and the signal/image processing
portion of imaging systems. Currently Sherif’s research interests
are in biophotonics, optical coherence tomography (OCT),
optical & fluorescence microscopy, tissue optics, integrated
computational imaging, digital image restoration, statistical signal
processing and laser spectroscopy.
Riley Pickerl is the Director of Software
Engineering at SkipTheDishes. He joined
Skip’s development team in 2015 to help
scale, stabilize and grow the network
within the development team. Riley
currently oversees Skip’s engineering
teams and the platforms they manage.
Riley works within a team of more
than 100 people who are creating and
supporting the development of a
world-class food delivery network.
Riley believes that team communication is the key to success
within today’s agile, high-performance markets. Prior to joining
Skip, he was a technology consultant for MNP.
Ken Zorniak strategically manages large
creative operations with budgets up to
$42 million, and oversees 170 staff located
in two Canadian offices. Zorniak also
manages key relationships with clients,
providing high-quality customer service
with projected delivered projects on-time
and on-budget.
Zorniak produces innovative solutions for
day-to-day management and production
challenges, and develops cutting-edge, proprietary technology
for 3D Animated features. This gives Tangent Animation a
competitive edge, higher production efficiency, and improved
margins.
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Jeff Diamond is a senior operations
research professional, with a background
in applied math, stochastic modeling,
queuing theory, machine learning,
scheduling, simulation, and optimization.
Jeff has 20 years of experience in
industry, developing analytics solutions
in a number of domains, including
telecommunications, healthcare,
cybersecurity and applied cryptography,
oil and gas and sustainable development. He is currently working
as an analytics consultant and is an associate at IISD.
Accessible GPU Acceleration: Experience with CUDA/Numba/
Python on AWS. For those getting started with GPU acceleration,
the combination of AWS and Numba provide an accessible path
to CUDA programming using Python. We outline two experiences
with GPU acceleration using those tools and highlight some of the
lessons learned.
Mehdi Bozzo-Rey is an Offering
Manager at IBM in the Software Defined
Infrastructure group. He has worked in the
HPC industry for more than 15 years, his
contributions to HPC span infrastructure
management, reproducible HPC, as well
as customers and partners enablement.
Driven by passion for disruptive
technologies, he recently took advantage
of his background in quantum mechanics
to start exploring the field of Quantum Computing. At night,
Mehdi is amateur astronomer, member of the Royal Astronomical
Society of Canada and he runs the astronomy and sciences club
at his son’s school.
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Haider Al-Saidi, Chair of the Applied
Computer Education department at
Red River College. Senior member of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE). Haider currently serves
as the Chair of the Business Technology
Management Accreditation Counsel
(BTMAC). In 2009 he was elected to chair
the Winnipeg IEEE section.
From 1993 until 2000, Haider led the
development team of ICUCOM Corporation in Troy, NY, ICUCOM
then acquired by Applied Wave Research (AWR) in El Segundo, CA
where he continued to work there until 2002. During this period
and while he was a graduate student at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Haider was part of several research and product
development teams. Part of his work was the development of fast
and efficient algorithms for Decision Feedback Equalization and
multi-dimensional FFT.
Haider joined the Assiniboine Community College and developed
with other team members the Wireless Communication
Engineering Technology program in 2002. The same year he
started Tiacomm, an IT consulting startup company specializes in
data science. In 2007 Haider joined Red River College (RRC) where
he chaired the Electrical Engineering Technology department
until 2012, later and until present he became the Chair of the
Applied Computer Education department.
At RRC Haider started the ACE Project Space where students,
industry, entrepreneurs work together to develop commercial
products. He also started at RRC the Centre for Machine Learning
Studies, a centre that attracts researchers to discover solutions
using Machine Learning Techniques. Haider’s current interest is
in the areas of adaptive systems, and machine learning where
he leads several research projects with students and external
organizations in those fields.
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Brian McKinnon is the Technical Lead at
Ubisoft Winnipeg, the newest addition
to the Ubisoft Canadian Studios opening
in fall 2018. Brian will oversee the
development of tools and technology
that will power the systemic, open-world
gameplay driving many of the most
successful Ubisoft brands.
In his previous role as Technical Lead for
the Ubisoft Montreal Helix department,
he oversaw a team of developers responsible for creating pipeline
tools to support art production from in-game assets.
Brian has worked on some of Ubisoft’s most popular brands,
including Assassin’s Creed, Far Cry, Watch_Dogs, and For Honor,
and Far Cry.
Born and raised in Manitoba, Brian received his Masters in
Computer Science from the University of Manitoba. He has over
10 years of development and tools experience across various
industries including games, film, and training simulators. He is an
avid gamer and early adopter of general purpose GPU processing
software.
Mark Alexiuk (PhD, SMIEEE) is a graduate
of the University of Manitoba electrical
and computer engineering program. His
doctoral thesis developed a method to
reduce false positive voxels in functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
studies and was completed at the
National Research Council Institute
for Biodiagnostics. As CTO of Sightline
Innovation Mark provides leadership to
the development of Artificial Intelligence Enterprise Server (AIES).
AIES combines democratization of AI with ground-truth feedback
from domain experts. His research interests are in applied
machine learning and exploratory data analysis.
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Craig Milligan is the CEO of MicroTraffic.
He is a domain expert in road safety
engineering, and he leads a successful
niche consulting firm. In 2017, Craig
became a technology entrepreneur in
the field of artificial intelligence and
autonomous vehicles by launching
MicroTraffic.
MicroTraffic uses computer vision
technologies to extract risk and
behavioural prediction data from traffic video. Craig earned a
Ph.D. in civil engineering from the University of Manitoba as a
Vanier Scholar.
Craig Milligan is the current chair of the Transportation Association
of Canada Road Safety Standing Committee and a road safety
audit instructor for the International Road Federation. He worked
as a road safety specialist for the World Bank before launching his
businesses.
Kevin Quiring, President & Founder,
Software Developer, Arclabs Inc. For over
a decade, Kevin has been working at the
intersection of Software Development
& Machine Learning/Ai, on projects in
Canada and around the world. He
provides technical leadership, vision
and experience in order to identify and
implement tech solutions that support
his company’s goals.
Kevin is also the Founder of PriceMole, a machine learning based
intelligent price tracking and predictive analytics solution for
eCommerce.
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Conference Agenda
Time

Speaker/Topic

7:30 AM

Registration Begins

8:00 AM

Annette Trimbee
Welcoming Remarks

President,
University of Winnipeg

8:05 AM

Stefi Baum
Welcoming Remarks from
U of M

Dean of Science,
University of Manitoba

8:10 AM

Parimala Thulasiraman
HPC in Network Science

Computer Science,
University of Manitoba

8:40 AM

Christopher Henry
GPU Parallel Computing at the
University of Winnipeg: Academic
and Industrial Collaborations

Applied Computer Science,
University of Winnipeg

9:10 AM

Mark Abotossaway
Aerospace Engineering and HPC

Boeing Seattle

9:40 AM

Bob Hastings
The Coalition for
Advanced Manufacturing

CEO of WestCaRD and
Executive Director of
the Coalition

10:00 AM

Coffee Break

10:15 AM

Erin Trifunov
Advanced Research
Computing in Canada:
Introduction to WestGrid &
Compute Canada

WestGrid

10:40 AM

Riley Pickerl
Engineering a World-Class Food
Delivery Platform

SkipTheDishes

11:00 AM

Sherif Sherif
Multidimensional signal
representation and
processing

Electrical & Computer
Engineering,
University of Manitoba

11:30 AM

Ken Zorinak
HPC use in New Media
and Animation

CEO, President,
and Producer
Tangent Animation

11:45 AM

Jeff Diamond
Accessible GPU Acceleration:
Experience with CUDA/Numba/
Python on AWS

International Institute for
Sustainable
Development

12:05 PM

Lunch
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Affiliation

Time

Speaker/Topic

Affiliation

1:00 PM

Mehdi Bozzo-Rey
Quantum Computing and IBM Q: An
Introduction

IBM - Quantum
Computing

1:30 PM

Haider Al-Saidi
Winnipeg’s Path to Becoming a
Digital City

Chair, Applied
Computer Education,
RRC

2:00 PM

Brian McKinnon
The Potential of HPC from a Video
Game Industry Perspective

Technical Lead,
Ubisoft

2:30 PM

Mark Alexiuk
Artificial Intelligence Enterprise
Server (AIES): A Python and
Tensorflow Approach to solving real
world problems

CTO,
Sightline Innovation

2:45 PM

Coffee Break

3:00 PM

Craig Milligan
High performance computing for road
safety video analytics: a
business use case perspective by
MicroTraffic

CEO,
MicroTraffic Inc.

3:15 PM

Kevin Quiring
High Performance Crawling & GPU
Clustering for use in
Deep Learning

President and Founder,
Arclabs

3:30 PM

Victor Alhassan
Automated Land Use and Land Cover
Map Production using Deep Neural
Networks

University of Winnipeg

3:45 PM

Ishan Wickramasingha
Least angle regression for sparse N
dimensional signal processing

University of Manitoba

4:00 PM

Elsanussi Mneina
Using Machine Learning models to
predict emotions from EEG Data

Red River College

4:15 PM

Ying Ying Liu
Traffic Prediction techniques for
Intelligent Transportation System

University of Manitoba

4:20 PM

Ziyue Wang
Graph analytics on FPGA

University of Manitoba

4:25 PM

Khatere Davoudi
Breast Cancer Deduction on FPGA

University of Manitoba

4:30 PM

Expert Panel

Moderator:
David Simpson

5:00 PM

Closing

A big thank you to our Sponsors,
without whom this conference
would not be possible.

